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Buy with confidence

Did you know ? Re-lay is set to a height of 740mm .

Independently tested by the Furniture Industry Research
Association, for strength, stability , workmanship, ergonom-

Style

ics and environmental performance .

Silver , White and Clean
chrome allows for a stylish
elegant finish

Relay

Strength

Re-lay is completely systemised and modular. It
has 27 different top sizes
and a built in cable tray
which makes your space
work efficiently.

Efficient

Comfort
Re-lay is set to 740mm high to
meet new ergonomic standards. It
also has the option of third level
storage , so documents are within
easy reach . The inset middle leg
gives extra leg room.

Safe

Organized

100%
protection
Vertical drop down
cable
trunk
(Optional )and 3
way cable swipe
(optional BS6396)

LOVE OUR COUNTRY

UK MANUFACTURER
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Relay

Did you know ? M50 frame can support tops of 2400mm in length

M50

Buy with confidence
The Robust underframe can
support tops up to 2.4 metres
in length with an inset middle
leg which provides 500mm of
leg clearance .

Strength
Style
M50’s Systemised structure
can be specified to the level
of sophistication required. It
simply adapts to your working styles and grows with
your organisation .

Efficient

Comfort
M50 offers flexible
seating arrangements

Safe
A cross section of companies have
benefitted from the competitive price
and flexibility the M50 Bench offers .
With a large number of installations
completed across the UK.

Organized

LOVE OUR COUNTRY

Bench runs can be reduced or added to at a later date to offer
solutions for the ever changing needs of an office environment .
UK MANUFACTURER
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M50

Did you know ? Neo allows for each worktop height to be set independently even when shared.

Neo

Buy with confidence

Style

Strength

Neo’s off modular design provides the freedom to attach surfaces
or screens anywhere
along its post and
beam structure .Add
mobile units to quickly
reconfigure space for
personal or
team
working .

The beam is fixed to posts using one fixing
and connected with the post which creates
the back structure of the workstation. Robust
simple and quick to assemble .

Efficient
The N leg (above) provides
a rigid end frame and uses
the front support bracket
which allows for each
worktop height to be set
independently
when
shared.

Comfort
Neo allows you to work the way you
want to. With a multitude of configurations and a variety of accessories , it can
be tailored to suit your individual needs.

Organized

Safe
The wood board we use is certified by the Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC) . This provides an audit trail from the forest
to the end user ensuring that product's with the FSC label uphold the highest social and environmental principles and
standards

A creative and adaptable workspace improves communication
and supports team working .
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Neo

Did you know ? All our product is backed by a manufacturer's 5 year guarantee.

Challenger

Buy with confidence
Strength

Challenger meets the following British Standards
BSEN5 27-1 2000 Office furniture design Dimensions
BSEN 527– 2 2002 Office furniture mechanical and safety requirement's.
BSEN 6396 2002 Electrical system in office furniture and screens .
BSEN 9241-S 1999 Ergonomic requirements for office work with visual display terminals.
BS 4875-S
Strength and stability of furniture

Style

Efficient

Challenger has 64 top size
and shapes to suit every
requirement.

The key to Challengers flexibility is
its adjustable length beam, which
not only allows for different size
and shape work surfaces, but
makes sharing legs easy and simple
without any need for additional
or different components

Management of cables is key in todays office. Challengers beam and leg
frame provide integral and continuous
cable management, both vertically
and horizontally throughout the system.

Comfort

Organized
Safe

Challenger is a flexible
desking system designed
to suit the varied spaces
and work patterns of today, whilst maintaining
the ability to adapt to
your requirement's tomorrow

The wood board we use is certified by the Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC) . This provides an audit trail from the forest
to the end user ensuring that product's with the FSC label uphold the highest social and environmental principles and
standards

LOVE OUR COUNTRY

UK MANUFACTURER
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Challenger

Did you know ? All our edging is chlorine free, making it safer to recycle in the future.

Qore

Buy with confidence
Unique cable port design
with hinged flap, keeps cables tidy and also serves as a
fixing point for the shelf
support or monitor arms.

Strength

Style

Efficient

Stylish , functional and adaptive .
Qore offers a solution for almost
every office environment . Available
in a large range of desktop shapes,
sizes and finishes with multiple leg
options, future proof IT and desk
accessories at the heart of the
workstation. Qore offers a footprint
for any application or budget and
helps to create your own unique
environment

Comfort

All desks have a 19mm modesty panel which can be assembled under the top or with a larger gap to give greater access to the horizontal cable management area .

Screen and desk mounted monitor arm combined with desk
CPU cradles keep the worktops
clean and helps to adopt a comfortable sitting posture.

The rectangular shared leg frames , reduce components and physically join two legs together in linear runs . The shared legs can be
used in combination with all desks

Organized
Safe

Cable management uses
an innovative hinged wire
basket mechanism that
simply clips into place . Leg
mounted flexible risers
provide power from floor
positions to offer a fully
cable managed solution.

LOVE OUR COUNTRY

UK MANUFACTURER
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Qore

Buy with confidence

Did you know ? All surfaces used have passed scratch, stain and heat resistant tests.

Strength

Stealth

Independently tested by the
Furniture Industry Research
Association for strength and
stability , workmanship, ergonomics and environmental performance .

Style

Stealth Cantilever is a modern and
attractively designed desking solution.

Efficient
Comfort

Built in vertical cable management and a variety of
shapes make this a desirable solution

Huge range of shapes and sizes to achieve
many different configurations .Complete
with Height adjustable feet to cater for
uneven surfaces

Organized Safe
Cable baskets are available
to carry cables horizontally
under the desk.

The wood board we use is certified by the Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC) . This provides an audit trail from the forest
to the end user ensuring that product's with the FSC label uphold the highest social and environmental principles and
standards
14
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Stealth

Pricepoint

Buy with confidence

Did you know ? All our frames use scratch resistant powder coated paint .

Strength Style
Independently tested by the Furniture
Industry Research Association for
strength and stability , workmanship,
ergonomics and environmental performance .

Available with a Silver ,
White or dark grey
frame., and the option of
height settable..

Efficient Comfort

High strength double up stand cantilever
frame. Drawers tested to 80,000 cycles.
A great design that has been ergonomically assessed, optimises well being.
Durability of finishes means it stays
looking good for years .

Organized Safe
LOVE OUR COUNTRY

UK MANUFACTURER
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Pricepoint

Storage

Pedestals

Seating

Did you know ? Drawer systems are tested to 80,000 cycles .
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Screens

Receptions

Tables
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AFI a division of Ofquest a British furniture manufacturer
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